1. Validity of the terms and conditions
The common general terms and conditions (GTC) apply to everyone on the Coli
Hospitality AG website. The version of the GTC published on the homepage at the
time of the decision is decisive. Rights of the terms and conditions are temporarily
protected. Furthermore - no regulations are contained in the terms and conditions refer to the relevant states of the Swiss Code of Obligations.
2. Contract area
In the online shop of the company Coli Hospitality AG, only deliveries of goods in
Switzerland and the Principality of Liechtenstein are promotions. Concerns from
other countries can only grow in the right consultation.
3. Prices
The promise is true while supplies last. All prices are in Swiss franc quality and
include the statutory value-added tax of currently 8% or 2.5%. Any VAT rights.
concern at the expense of the customer. For each delivery, Coli Hospitality AG
receives the customer's share of the shipping costs, based on the number of items
(see Section 6. Delivery), the product range for sale.
4. Conclusion of the contract and withdrawal
All information on goods and costs on the company's website is subject to change
and non-binding. With the decision about the homepage, the customer submits a
binding offer. The company is owned by the owner via email to the customer. Only
with this consideration of responsibility is a contract concluded and the customer
refuses to claim delivery of the goods. If the goods ordered by the customer are not
in the personal quantity or at the price given on the homepage, the company will
notify the customer as soon as possible. In this case, the contract is only valid if the
customer confirms the corrected rights by email. If agreements are only valid by
telephone, they will be received in writing or by email. In the event of spelling,
printing or calculation errors on the homepage, the company is free to withdraw.
5. Payment
Payment for the goods ordered is made by invoice. The payment period is 7 days.
Coli Hospitality AG reserves the right to make an advance payment for goods with a
value of more than 200CHF.

6. Delivery
The delivery costs are 8.90 Chf. (Express shipments are possible at a price of 17.80
Chf.). The delivery of goods usually takes 2 working days, advocates. Benefit and risk
lie with the customer from the time the goods are handed over to the carrier.
7. Reservation of ownership
Until the settlement of all rights of access to the licensed goods in the possession of
Coli Hospitality AG that violate the customer's rights.
8. Right of withdrawal
The customer has the right to hear the goods within 8 days of receipt. The right of
withdrawal can only become legally effective if the goods are unused, forced to pay,
heard and returned in unopened original packaging. After receiving the goods
returned in the state they are in, the company will reimburse the customer for the
value of the goods. The goods must be sent back to a personal address at the
customer's expense, benefit and risk:
Coli Hospitality AG
Gubelstrasse 7
6300 Zug
Shipping costs already incurred cannot be reimbursed. For reasons of hygiene, we
neither take back goods that have been ordered incorrectly, nor do we exchange
them.
9. Warranty
Coli Hospitality AG expects to hear the goods in perfect quality. If all rights to the
speaker goods are available, the customer is obliged to report the correct ones in
writing within 8 days of delivery. After the defective goods have been returned, the
customer will receive a replacement delivery. If no replacement delivery is possible,
the company will reimburse the rights that have been granted. Part of this is any
right to a reduction in price, cancellation or compensation for consequential damage
caused by a defect, official authority. The manufacturer's concerns about the external
appearance of the product do not represent a defect; The images shown on the
homepage are for illustration purposes only and are non-binding. In addition, the
customer forfeits all legal rights in the event of improper use of the goods.
10. Data protection
All of the customer is strengthened through his person.
11. Data security
Secure security technology is provided to protect customer data against
unauthorized access. No rights can be obtained for the security of data transmitted
on the Internet. The transmission of the data work unencrypted.

12. Law and Jurisdiction
All rights under Swiss law on the company's website. When carried out by private
persons for private use of the place of jurisdiction according to the Jurisdiction Act. In
all other cases, Zurich is the exclusive place of jurisdiction.

